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a b s t r a c t 

Total solar irradiance (TSI) is the primary quantity of energy that is provided to the Earth. The properties 

of the TSI variability are critical for understanding the cause of the irradiation variability and its expected 

influence on climate variations. A deterministic property of TSI variability can provide information about 

future irradiation variability and expected long-term climate variation, whereas a non-deterministic vari- 

ability can only explain the past. 

This study of solar variability is based on an analysis of two TSI data series, one since 1700 A.D. and one 

since 10 0 0 A.D.; a sunspot data series since 1610 A.D.; and a solar orbit data series from 10 0 0 A.D. The 

study is based on a wavelet spectrum analysis. First, the TSI data series are transformed into a wavelet 

spectrum. Then, the wavelet spectrum is transformed into an autocorrelation spectrum to identify sta- 

tionary, subharmonic and coincidence periods in the TSI variability. 

The results indicate that the TSI and sunspot data series have periodic cycles that are correlated with 

the oscillations of the solar position relative to the barycenter of the solar system, which is controlled by 

gravity force variations from the large planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. A possible explanation 

for solar activity variations is forced oscillations between the large planets and the solar dynamo. 

We find that a stationary component of the solar variability is controlled by the 12-year Jupiter period 

and the 84-year Uranus period with subharmonics. For TSI and sunspot variations, we find stationary pe- 

riods related to the 84-year Uranus period. Deterministic models based on the stationary periods confirm 

the results through a close relation to known long solar minima since 10 0 0 A.D. and suggest a modern 

maximum period from 1940 to 2015. The model computes a new Dalton-type sunspot minimum from 

approximately 2025 to 2050 and a new Dalton-type period TSI minimum from approximately 2040 to 

2065. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Total solar irradiance (TSI) is the primary source of energy that

s provided to the Earth’s climate system. A variation in TSI will

ontribute to a natural climate variation on the Earth. TSI has
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aried approximately 0.3% over the past 300 years ( Scafetta and

illson, 2014 ). A better understanding of the TSI variability prop-

rties is critical for understanding the cause of its variability. A

SI data series has information that reflects the cause of the TSI

ariability. If the TSI variability has deterministic oscillating peri-

ds, then we can forecast expected TSI variations, whereas a ran-

om TSI variability can only explain the past. The intermittency

f the solar variation is preferably explained as stochastic noise

 Charbonneu, 2010 ). In this investigation, we introduce a simple

ypothesis: if the TSI variability has a periodic oscillation, then this
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oscillation must have a source that influences the solar energy os-

cillation. A possible source is the variable distance to the planets,

which create oscillating tidal effects, which we refer to as gravity

oscillations (GOs). 

1.1. Solar variability 

The assumption that solar activity were immutable, as pos-

tulated by Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), was believed for millenia in

numerous societies (cf: Usoskin (2013) ). Although some transient

changes of the Sun were observed with the naked eye, the intro-

duction of the telescope in approximately 1600 demonstrated that

the Sun possessed spots that varied in number and location. From

1610, systematic observations were reported. A pattern of sunspot

variations was established when Heinrich Schwabe began regular

observations of sunspots in 1826. He reported a possible period of

approximately ten years ( Schwabe, 1844 ). Wolf (1859) presented

the opinion that the planets Venus, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn mod-

ulate the solar variability. 

The solar activity cycle ( Hathaway, 2015 ) consists of dark

sunspots and bright regions (faculae) in addition to active re-

gions that exhibit sudden energy releases (flares). The average cy-

cle length is 11.1 years. During a cycle, the number of spots in-

creases to a maximum and then decreases. The average lifetime

of a sunspot is slightly longer than the solar rotation period. They

are bipolar, with the same magnetic polarity that leads with re-

spect to the direction of the solar rotation. When the next cycle

starts, spots appear with opposite polarity at high latitudes in both

hemispheres, and as the cycle progress, they appear closer to the

equator. 

The 11.1-year sunspot period is referred to as the Schwabe cy-

cle, and it is proposed to be created by the tidal torque from the

planets Venus, Earth and Jupiter ( Wilson, 2013 ). The 22-year mag-

netic reversal period is referred to as the Hale period. Scafetta

(2012a ); 2012b ) showed that the 11-year Schwabe sunspot cycle

consists of three periods of 9.98, 10.90 and 11.86 years, which are

close to the Jupiter/Saturn spring period of 9.93 years; a tidal pat-

tern of Venus, Earth and Jupiter of 11.07 years; and the Jupiter

orbital period of 11.86 years. A simplified harmonic model based

on these 3 periods produces a complex quasi-periodic interfer-

ence/beat pattern. The major beat periods occur at approximately

115, 61 and 130 years, in addition to a quasi-millennial large beat

cycle of approximately 983 years. The harmonic model hindcasts

solar minima and maxima from the last hundred years, the grand

minima over the last millennium, and explains the global sur-

face temperature modulation since 1850 ( Scafetta, 2012a; 2012b ).

Solheim (2013) found that the 10.90 year period contained two

periods (10.66 and 11.01 years), which was also shown to have a

planetary origin ( Scafetta, 2014a ). 

A relation between the planet and sunspot periods indicates the

possibility of a deterministic long-term relation between planet pe-

riods and periods in sunspot data series. 

1.1.1. Sunspot data series 

The sunspot number time series is a measure of the long-term

evolution of the solar cycle and a proxy for the long-term influence

of the Sun on the Earth’s climate. The relative sunspot number ( R )

as defined by Wolf (1861) is based on the total number of individ-

ual sunspots n and the number of sunspot groups g according to

the formula R = k (10 g + n ) , where k is a correction factor for each

observer. This parameter was introduced to correct for the use of

different telescopes and observers. R is referred to as the Zürich,

Wolf or International Sunspot Number. At present, SN is used for

the International Sunspot Number ( Clette et al., 2014 ). 

Rudolf Wolf started systematic observations of sunspot num-

bers in 1849. He also collected previous observations to construct
aily sunspot numbers from 1750 and a yearly series from 1700.

he cycle that started in 1755 became sunspot cycle 1. The sunspot

umbers had to be scaled upward several times due to missing

pots. By approximately doubling the number of recovered ob-

ervations and cleverly interpolating between sparse observations

 Hoyt et al., 1994 ), gaps were reduced and the series was extended

o the first recording of sunspots by telescope in 1610. The his-

ory of the sunspot series and the last extensive corrections are

escribed by Clette et al. (2014) . The revised yearly series, which

s available from the World Data Center SILSO from July 2015, was

mployed in our analysis. 

Because the standard sunspot series is a composite time series

ased on single spots and groups, the accuracy significantly de-

reases when going back in time. Due to poorer telescopes and lo-

ations, smaller spots were difficult to observe and frequently lost.

o correct for this situation, Hoyt and Schatten (1998a; 1998b) con-

tructed a new group sunspot number R G that was normalized to

he Zürich sunspot number. Their series covered the period 1610–

995 and was based on a larger and more refined observational

atabase. Although the group sunspot number corresponded to the

elative sunspot number in the 20th century, the maximum group

umber was 40% lower in the 19th century and previous centuries

 Clette et al., 2014 ). The group sunspot numbers were recently re-

ised, and the difference between the series may now be consid-

red as random noise. However, during the last two sunspot cycles

nos. 23 and 24), 30% fewer sunspots per group were observed,

hich may be a sign of changes in the solar dynamo ( Clette et al.,

014 ). 

.1.2. Solar activity periods – grand maxima and minima 

In the 1890s, G. Spörer and E. W. Maunder ( Maunder, 1890 ) re-

orted that the solar activity was strongly reduced over a period of

0 years from 1645 to 1715 ( Eddy, 1976; 1983 ). Based on naked-eye

bservations of sunspots, records of aurora activity, and a relation

etween 

14 C variations and solar activity, a grand maximum (1100–

250) and the Spörer minimum (1460–1550) were also identified

 Eddy, 1976 ). 

The distribution of the solar activity can be interpreted as bi-

odal, which implies distinct modes of activity. The main (regular)

ode corresponds to moderate activity, which has a maxima of the

0-yr average spot number between 20 spots and 67 spots. In ad-

ition, we obtain grand maxima and grand minima that are above

his range and below this range, respectively ( Usoskin, 2014 ). Stud-

es that employ cosmogenic isotope data and sunspot data indicate

hat we are currently leaving a grand activity maximum, which be-

an in approximately 1940 and is now declining ( Usoskin et al.,

003; Solanki et al., 2004; Abreu et al., 2008 ). 

Because grand maxima and minima occur on centennial or mil-

ennial timescales, they can only be investigated using proxy data,

.e., solar activity reconstructed from 

10 Be and 

14 C time-calibrated

ata. The conclusion is that the activity level of the Modern Maxi-

um (1940–20 0 0) is a relatively rare event, with the previous sim-

larly high levels of solar activity observed 4 and 8 millennia ago

 Usoskin et al., 2003 ). Nineteen grand maxima have been identified

y Usoskin et al. (2007) in an 11,000-yr series. 

Grand minimum modes with reduced activity cannot be

xplained by only random fluctuations of the regular mode

 Usoskin, 2014 ). They can be characterized as two types: short

inima in the length range of 50–80 years (Maunder-type) and

onger minima (Spörer-type). Twenty-seven grand minima are

dentified with a total duration of 1900 years, or approximately 17%

f the time during the past 11,500 years ( Usoskin et al., 2007 ). An

djustment-free reconstruction of the solar activity over the last

hree millennia confirms four grand minima since the year 10 0 0:

aunder (1640–1720), Spörer (1390–1550), Wolf (1270–1340) and

ort (1010–1070) ( Usoskin et al., 2007 ). The Dalton minimum
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1790–1820) does not fit the definition of a grand minimum; it

s more likely a regular deep minimum that is observed once per

entury or an immediate state between the grand minimum and

ormal activity ( Usoskin, 2013 ). 

Temperature reconstructions for the last millennium for the

orthern Hemisphere ( Ljungquist, 2010 ) show a medieval maxi-

um temperature at approximately the year 10 0 0 and a cooling

eriod starting at approximately 1350, immediately after the Wolf

inimum and lasting nearly 500 years, with the coldest period in

hat is referred to as the Little Ice Age (LIA) at the time of the

aunder minimum. A cold period was also observed during the

ime of the Dalton minimum. The Maunder and the Dalton minima

re associated with less solar activity and colder climate periods. In

his investigation, minimum solar activity periods may serve as a

eference for the identified minimum irradiations in the TSI oscil-

ations. 

.2. Total solar irradiance 

Total solar irradiance (TSI) represents a direct index for the

uminosity of the Sun measured at the average distance of the

arth. The solar luminosity was previously considered to be con-

tant, and the TSI was named the solar constant. Since the begin-

ing of satellite observations in 1979, the TSI has increased by ap-

roximately 0.1% from the solar minima to the solar maxima in

he three satellite-observed sunspot cycles. The variation in the TSI

evel does not adequately explain the observed variations in the

lobal temperature. In addition to the direct effect, however, many

ndirect effects exist, such as UV energy changes that affect the

roduction of ozone, solar wind modulation of the galactic cosmic

ay flux that may affect the formation of clouds, and local and re-

ional effects on temperature, pressure, precipitation (monsoons)

nd ocean currents. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the

orth Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) also show variations that are re-

ated to the phase of the TSI ( Velasco and Mendoza, 2008 ). A sig-

ificant relation between sunspots and ENSO data has also been

bserved ( Hassan, 2016 ). 

Composite TSI records have been constructed from a database

f seven independent measurement series that cover different

eriods since 1979. Different approaches to the selection of re-

ults and cross-calibration have produced composites with differ-

nt characteristics: the Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Moni-

or (ACRIM) and the Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium

avos (PMOD) series. The ACRIM composite uses the TSI measure-

ents that were reported by experimental teams ( Willson, 2014 ),

hereas the PMOD composite uses a proxy model that is based

n the linear regression of sunspot blocking and faculae bright-

ning against satellite TSI observations ( Fröhlich and Lean, 1998 ).

o construct a TSI from a previous time period, two different ap-

roaches are employed: a reconstruction that is based on several

ifferent proxies for the solar irradiance (ACRIM-HS) or a statisti-

al approach (PMOD). Proxies for the solar irradiance include the

quatorial solar rotation rate, the sunspot structure, the decay rate

f individual sunspots, the number of sunspots without umbra, the

ength and decay rate of the sunspot cycle, and the solar activity

evel. 

Hoyt and Schatten (1993) constructed an irradiance model that

as based on the solar cycle length, cycle decay rate, and mean

evel of solar activity for the period 1700–1874. From 1875–1992, a

aximum of five solar indices were employed. The correlation be-

ween these indices and the phase coherence indicated that they

ave the same origin. Hoyt and Schatten (1993) interpreted this

nding as a response to convection changes near the top of the

onvection zone in the Sun. All solar indices have maxima between

920 and 1940; the majority of the maxima occur in the 1930s.

he Hoyt-Schatten irradiance model has been calibrated and ex-
ended with the newest version of ACRIM TSI observations (e.g.

cafetta and Willson, 2014 , Fig. 16); it is employed in this analysis.

n the following section, this reconstruction is referred to as TSI-

S. A mostly rural Northern Hemisphere composite temperature

eries 1880–2013 shows strong correlation with the TSI-HS recon-

truction, which indicates a strong solar influence on the tempera-

ure of the Northern Hemisphere ( Soon et al., 2015 ). 

The TSI-HS series covers the period from 1700–2013 A.D. To in-

estigate longer periods to search for deep minimum periods, we

ave employed the statistical TSI index estimated by Velasco Her-

era et al. (2015) from 10 0 0 to 2100 A.D.. This index, which is re-

erred to as TSI-LS, is estimated using the least squares support

ector machine (LS-SVM) method, which is applied for the first

ime for this purpose. The method is nonlinear and nonparamet-

ic. The starting point is a probability density function (PDF) that

as constructed from the PMOD or ACRIM composites. The func-

ion describes how many times a certain level of TSI has been ob-

erved. From this, normalized annual power anomalies are con-

tructed. The TSI between 1610 and 1978 was determined by the

S-SVM method using the group sunspot number as an input af-

er calibration between 1979 and 2013 with the ACRIM or PMOD

omposites. To estimate the TSI from 10 0 0 to 1510 and from 2013

o 2100, the LS-SVM method and a nonlinear autoregressive ex-

genous model (NARX) were employed. In this study, we have em-

loyed the TSI reconstruction that was calibrated using the ACRIM

SI composite ( Velasco Herrera et al., 2015 ). 

.3. Solar energy oscillation 

An oscillating TSI variability is produced by forcing from an

scillating energy source. This oscillating energy source may be

he solar inertial motion, processes in the interior of the Sun,

olar tides and/or solar orbit oscillation around the solar system

arycenter (SSB). The energy source for solar activity is the decel-

ration of the rotation of the Sun by magnetic field lines connected

o interplanetary space. The solar wind carries mass away from the

un; this magnetic braking causes a spin down of the solar rota-

ion. Part of the decrease in rotational energy is the energy source

or the solar dynamo, which converts kinetic energy into electro-

agnetic energy. 

The classical interpretation of the solar dynamo is that it is

laced in the transition zone between convection and radiation

ear the surface of the sun: the tachocline, located approximately

0 0,0 0 0 km below the surface. Strong electric currents originate

rom the interaction between the convection and the differential

olar rotation. This leads to the formation of strong magnetic fields,

hich rise to the surface and exhibit various aspects of solar ac-

ivity, such as spots, facular fields, flares, coronal mass emissions,

oronal holes, polar bright points, and polar faculae, after having

etached, as described by de Jager and Duhau (2011) . They explain

he 22-year Hale cycle attributed to magneto-hydrodynamic oscil-

ations of the tachocline. This period is not constant. It persisted

or approximately 23 years prior to the Maunder Minimum, during

hich it increased to 26 years. During the maximum of the last

entury, this period was as brief as 21 years. Gleissberg (1958) ;

965 ) discovered a cycle of approximately 80 years in the ampli-

ude of the sunspot numbers. This cycle is interpreted as the aver-

ge of two frequency bands: one band from 50–80 years and one

and from 90–140 years ( Ogurtsov et al., 2002 ). An examination

f the longest detailed cosmogenic isotope record (INTCAL98) of
4 C abundance, with a length of 12,0 0 0 years, reveals an average

leissberg cycle period of 87.8 years. It is resolved in two com-

ination periods of 91.5 ± 0.1 and 84.6 ± 0.1 yr ( Peristykh and

amon, 2003 ). In addition to the variable Gleissberg period, a de

ries period from 170 to 260 years is observed in the 14 C and
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38 Cl records. This period is fairly sharp with little or no variabil-

ity ( Ogurtsov et al., 2002 ). 

Proxies that describe the magnetic fields in the equatorial

and polar regions can describe the variability of the tachocline.

A proxy for the equatorial (or toroidal) magnetic field is R max 

(the maximum number of sunspots in two successive Schwabe

cycles), and a proxy for the maximum poloidal magnetic field

strength is aa min (the minimum value of the measured terrestrial

magnetic field difference). In a phase diagram based on the R max 

and aa min values, two Gleissberg cycles (1630–1724) and (1787–

1880) were identified ( Duhau and de Jager, 2008 ). The years 1630

and 1787 represent transition points, where phase transitions to

the grand episodes (Maunder and Dalton minima) occurred. The

lengths of the two Gleissberg cycles were 157 years and 93 years.

The next Gleissberg cycle lasted 129 years until 2009, with an

expected phase transition to a high state in 1924. Duhau and

de Jager (2008) predicted that the transition in 2009 indicates a

transition to a Maunder-type minimum that will start with cycle

25 in approximately 2020. Almost no existing models for the solar

activity predicted the current weak cycle 24. 

A principal component analysis of full disc magnetograms dur-

ing solar cycles 21–23 revealed two magnetic waves that travel

from opposite hemispheres with similar frequencies and increas-

ing phase shifts ( Shepherd et al., 2014; Zharkova et al., 2015 ). To

understand this phase shift, they introduced a non-linear dynamo

model in a two-layer medium with opposite meridional circulation.

One dynamo is located in the surface layer, and the other dipole is

located deep in the solar convection zone. The solar poloidal field

is generated by these two dynamos in different cells with opposite

meridional circulation. The observed poloidal-toroidal fields have

similar periods of oscillation with opposite polarities that are in

an anti-phase every 11 years, which explains the Schwabe period.

The double-cell meridional circulation flow is detected with he-

lioseismology by HMI/SDO observations ( Zhao et al., 2013 ). Back-

ward extrapolations of these two components revealed two 350-

year grand cycles that were superimposed on a 22-year cycle. The

beat between the two waves bears resemblance to the sunspot ac-

tivity, including the Maunder and Dalton minima, and forecasts a

deep minimum in this century. The low-frequency wave has a vari-

able period length from 320 years (in the 18-20th centuries) to 400

years predicted for the next millennium. 

Analysis of systematic variations of small-scale magnetic struc-

tures and EUV bright spots from the Solar and Heliospheric Ob-

servatory (SOHO) and Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) has led

to a phenomenological model that explains the cyclic behavior of

the sunspots as a systematic pattern of activity bands that are ei-

ther stationary at high latitudes or move toward the equator in a

22-yr cycle ( McIntosh et al., 2014a ). The toroidal flux system that

belongs to the 22-yr cycle is located deep in the convective inte-

rior at the bottom of the convection zone at 0.72 r s ( McIntosh and

Leamon, 2014b ). In this model, the migration toward the equator

is controlled by the solar (differential) rotation. The speed of mi-

gration toward the equator determines the solar activity. When the

activity bands with opposite signs approach the equator, they can-

cel each other and a solar minimum is observed. If the approach is

slow, a grand minimum may occur ( McIntosh and Leamon, 2015 ).

However, in this case, the 22 year cycle is still present in the polar

regions, and a new band of activity begins every 22 years. This ex-

plains the variable length of solar cycles and why the cycle still is

present even in the deep Maunder minimum, as observed in cos-

mogenic nucleids. The slow approach to a deep minimum may be

the result of a random change in the length of a solar cycle. A long,

weak cycle has a tendency to create another long and weak cy-

cle, until finally being corrected by the high latitude 22-year clock,

which then ends the deep minimum ( McIntosh and Leamon, 2015 ).

The deep minimum could also be a result of a systematic change
n the rotation pattern, which may be caused by external forcing.

his will be discussed in the following. 

Another model is based on the observation that the thermal re-

axation time in the convection zone is on the order of 10 5 years

 Foukal et al., 2009 ), which is too long to explain the rapid de-

ay of the magnetic field during a single solar cycle. A simple so-

ution is to place the dynamo in small bubbles in the solar core,

hich change polarity every cycle due to interactions with the in-

erplanetary magnetic field ( Granpierre, 2015 ). The liberated rota-

ional energy then forms buoyant hot bubbles that move toward

he surface of the sun. These bubbles are observed on the surface

f the sun as precursors for large flares. The largest flares have a

igh probability of appearing near the closest position of one or

ore of the tide-producing planets Mars, Venus, Earth and Jupiter

 Hung, 2007; Mörner et al., 2015 ). The energy of the “hot bubbles”

s increased by thermonuclear runaway processes in the bubbles,

hich appear at the surface of the sun as hot areas with a frozen

agnetic field. In this process, planetary effects play an important

ole ( Granpierre, 1990; 1996; Wolf and O’Donovan, 2007; Scafetta,

012 ). 

.4. External forcing generated by the planets 

Although the various dynamo models can explain the variations

o some extent, few or no constraints on the periods exist. The ma-

ority of the explanations operate with a range of possible periods.

he models do not explicitly determine whether the observed pe-

iods are random and stochastic or whether some period-forcing

rom external or internal sources occurs. In the following section,

e investigate the external forcing that is generated by the planets

n the solar system. 

.4.1. Solar inertial motion 

Charvátová and Hejda (2014) have classified the solar inertial

otion (SIM) in an ordered (trefoil) pattern with a length of ap-

roximately 50 years followed by disordered intervals. Exception-

lly long (approximately 370 years) trefoil patterns appear with a

402-year Hallstadt period. They determined that the deepest and

ongest solar activity minima (of Spörer and Maunder types) ap-

eared in the second half of the 2402-year cycle, consistent with

he most disordered type of SIM. The Dalton minimum appeared

uring a mildly disordered SIM (1787–1843), which repeats from

985–2040. The solar orbit in the period 1940–2040, which is

hown in Fig. 1 , demonstrates this phase. 

.4.2. Interior of the sun as a rotating star 

Wolf and Patrone (2010) have investigated how the interior of

 rotating star can be perturbed when the star is accelerated by

rbiting objects, as in the solar system. They present a simple

odel in which fluid elements of equal mass exchange positions.

his exchange releases potential energy (PE) that is only available

n the hemisphere that faces the barycenter of the planetary sys-

em, with a minor exception. This effect can increase the PE for a

ew well-positioned elements in the stellar interior by a factor of

, which indicates that a star with planets will burn nuclear fuel

ore effectively and have a shorter lifetime than identical stars

ithout planets. However, in the case of the Sun, occasional mass

xchanges occur near the solar center, which activate a mixed shell

ituated at 0.16 r s , where r s is the solar radius. For this reason, the

lose passages of the barycenter are important because they can

ause negative pulses in the PE. The energy liberated is a result

f the roto-translational dynamics of the cell around the solar sys-

em barycenter. An analysis of the variation of the PE storage re-

eals that the maximum variations correspond to the documented

rand minima of the last 10 0 0 years because the PE minima are
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Fig. 1. Orbit of the solar center with respect to the solar system barycenter (SSB) (+) for the period 1940–2040 in the ecliptic plane defined in the direction of the Earth’s 

vernal equinox ( ϒ). The outer yellow circle represents the diameter of the Sun, and the inner circle with radius 0.65 r s represents a shell where the potential energy (PE) 

of the solar radiative zone can be affected if the solar center moves closer to the SSB ( Cionco and Soon, 2015 ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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onnected to periods in which the Sun moves close to the barycen-

er. Large reductions in the PE values occur when the giant planets

re quasi-aligned, which occurred in approximately 1632, 1811 and

990, separated by 179 years (Jose cycle). Because the planetary

ositions never exactly repeat, the PE variations exhibit a complex

attern that creates different minima ( Cionco and Soon, 2015 ). 

.4.3. Solar inertial oscillations 

The complex planetary synchronization structure of the solar

ystem has been known since the time of Pythagoras of Samos (ca.

70-495 B.C.). Jose (1965) showed that the solar center moves in

oops around the solar system barycenter (SSB). The average or-

ital period of 19.86 years corresponds to the heliocentric synodic

eriod of Jupiter and Saturn. The modulation of the orbit by the

uter planets Uranus and Neptune produces asymmetries in the

rbital shape and period variations between 15.3 and 23.4 years

 Fairbridge and Shirley, 1987 ). The solar motion differs from the

eplerian motion of planets and satellites in important ways. For

nstance, the velocity is occasionally highest when the distance

rom the Sun to the SSB is largest, and the solar angular momen-

um may vary by more than one order of magnitude over a pe-

iod of ten years ( Blizard, 1981 ). An analysis of solar orbits from

16–2054 A.D. covered seven complete Jose cycles of 179 years

nd indicated that prolonged minima can be identified by two pa-

ameters: the first parameter is the difference in axial symmetry

f the orbit, and the second parameter is the change in angular

omentum (torque) about the SSB. Based on these criteria, a new

inimum should begin between 1990 and 2013 and end in 2091

 Fairbridge and Shirley, 1987 ). 

The distance of the Sun from the barycenter, the velocity, and

he angular momentum exhibit the same periodic behavior. The
otion of the solar center around the SSB is typically prograde;

owever, in 1811 and 1990, the Sun occasionally passed near the

SB in a retrograde motion. Because the 1811 event occurred at

he time of the Dalton minimum, a new minimum may occur in

pproximately 1990 ( Cionco and Soon, 2015 ). 

Scafetta (2014b ) reviewed the investigations of the patterns that

re described by the Sun and planets. He concluded that modern

esearch shows that the planetary orbits can be approximated by

 simple system of resonant frequencies and that the solar system

scillates with a specific set of gravitational frequencies, many of

hich range between three and 100 years, that can be constructed

s harmonics of a base period of ∼ 178.78 years. 

.4.4. Solar tidal oscillation 

The tidal elongation at the surface of the Sun is on the order

f 1–2 mm from the planets Venus and Jupiter and less from the

ther planets. Scafetta (2012) proposed that tidal forces, torques

nd jerk shocks act on and inside the Sun and that the continuous

idal massaging of the Sun should involve heating the core and pe-

iodically increasing the nuclear fusion rate. This action would am-

lify weak signals from the planets by a factor of ∼ 2 × 10 6 . Even

f the amplitude is small in the direction of a planet, it creates a

ave that propagates with solar rotation and the velocity of the

lanet. If the planet has an elliptical orbit, then the variation in

istance creates an additional modulation of the tidal wave that

lso effects the production of nuclear energy in the center of the

un. Because more planets participate, this effect or GOs, will be a

ombination of phases and periods, which can be highly nonlinear.

Our hypothesis is that the solar position oscillation (SPO) rep-

esents an indicator of the tidal and inertial interaction between

he giant planets Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus and the Sun. The
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SPO can be calculated from planetary Ephemeris as the movement

of the Sun around the Solar System Barycenter (SSB). In Section 2 ,

we describe the methods and data sets used to demonstrate a con-

nection between SPO and TSI and SN variations. In Section 3 , we

present the results; in Section 4 , we discuss the results and relate

them to other investigations. We conclude in Section 5 . Because

the solar system and its planets have long lifetimes, we can expect

forces in the same direction over long periods of time that may

have a strong effect on long periods. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Data 

The objective of this study is to identify the source of possible

stationary periods in TSI and SN variability. In this study, possible

stationary periods are represented by first stationary periods, sub-

harmonic periods and coincidence periods. First stationary periods

have a period of T in the data series. Subharmonic periods have

periods of n ∗T for n = 2 , 3 , 4 . . . Coincidence periods have a coin-

cidence between two or more periods and may be represented by

n ∗ T 1 = m ∗ T 2 . Coincidence periods are stationary periods and in-

troduce a new set of subharmonic periods. This study compares

the identified stationary periods and period phase in two TSI data

series, a sunspot data series and a SPO data series. 

The SPO data series represents an indicator of the oscillat-

ing tidal and inertial interaction between the Sun and the large

planets. The large planets have the following periods (in years):

Jupiter P ( J , 11.862), Saturn P ( S , 29.447), Uranus P ( U , 84.02) and

Neptune P ( N , 164.79). We analyze SPO data covering the period

10 0 0 to 210 0 A.D., where SPOx represents the x -direction of the

xyz -vector and SPOy represents the y -direction. The source of the

SPO data series is the JPL Horizon web interface ( http://ssd.jpl.nasa.

gov/horizons.cgi#top ), which is based on the Revised July 31, 2013,

ephemeris with the ICRF/J20 0 0 reference frame, downloaded on

30.09.14 and later. 

The total solar irradiance (TSI-HS) data series (e.g. Scafetta and

Willson, 2014 , Fig. 16) covers the period from 1700 to 2013 A.

D. The source of the data series is Scafetta (personal communi-

cation. Dec. 2013). The total solar irradiance (TSI-LS) is based on

the LS-SVM ACRIM data series ( Velasco Herrera et al., 2015 ) and

covers the period from 10 0 0 to 210 0 A.D. The source of the TSI-LS

data series is Velasco Herrera (21.09.14. Personal communication).

The sunspot data series is the group sunspot numbers from 1610

to 2015 A.D.. The source of the sunspot data series is SILSO (The

World Data Center for the production, preservation and dissemina-

tion of the international sunspot number). 

2.2. Methods 

Possible stationary periods in the data series are identified in

two steps. In the first step, a wavelet transform of the data series

separates all periods into a wavelet spectrum. The autocorrelation

of the wavelet spectrum then identifies dominant first stationary

periods, subharmonic periods and the coincidence periods. Prior to

the wavelet analysis, all data series are normalized by 

x (t) = (y (t) − E[ y (t )]) / v ar(y (t )) (1)

where y ( t ) is the data series, E [ y ( t )] is the mean value, var ( y ( t )) is

the variance, and x ( t ) is the scaled data series. The data series are

scaled to compare the amplitudes from the oscillation periods and

to reduce side effects in the wavelet analysis. 

A wavelet transform of a data series x ( t ) is capable of separating

periods in the data series into a wavelet spectrum. The wavelet
pectrum is computed by the transformation 

 a,b (t) = 

1 √ 

a 

∫ 
R 

x (t) ψ 

(
t − b 

a 

)
dt (2)

here x ( t ) is the analyzed time series; ψ() is a coif3 wavelet im-

ulse function ( Daubechies, 1992; Matlab, 2015 ), which is chosen

or its symmetrical performance and its ability to identify sym-

etrical periods in data series; W a, b ( t ) represents the computed

avelet spectrum; the parameter a represents a time-scaling pa-

ameter; and the parameter b represents a translation in time in

he wavelet transformation. When b = 0 and s = 1 /a, the wavelet

pectrum W ( s, t ) represents a set of moving correlations between

 ( t ) and the impulse function ψ() over the entire time series x ( t ).

he relationship between the wavelet s and a sinus period T is ap-

roximately T ∼ 1.2 s when using the coif3 wavelet function. In this

nvestigation, the wavelet spectrum W ( s, t ) has the spectrum range

 = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . 0 . 6 N, where N is the number of samples in the data

eries. 

An autocorrelation transformation of the wavelet spectrum W ( s,

 ) identifies first periods, subharmonic periods and coincidence pe-

iods as maximum values in the computed set of autocorrelation

unctions. The set of autocorrelation functions is estimated by the

ransformation 

 (s, m ) = E[ W (s, t) W (s, t + m )] (3)

here R ( s, m ) represents the correlations between samples, at

 distance of m years, for a wavelet s in the wavelet spectrum

 ( s, t ). 

. Results 

.1. Sun position oscillation 

The Sun moves in a closed orbit around the barycenter of the

olar system. Fig. 1 shows the SPO in the ecliptical plane from 1940

o 2040. The solar system oscillation (SSO) is caused by the mutual

ravity dynamics between the planet system oscillation (PSO) and

he solar position oscillation (SPO). The solar position oscillation

as oscillations in the ( x, y, z ) directions; they are represented by

he data series SPOx, SPOy and SPOz . The movement appears rather

haotic, as shown in Fig. 1 , because it mirrors the movements of

he planets in their orbits. A first step in this investigation is to

dentify stationary periods and phase relations in the solar position

etween 10 0 0 and 210 0 A.D. 

A wavelet spectrum represents a set of moving correlations

etween a data series and a scalable wavelet pulse. When the

ata series in the y-direction, namely, SPOy , is transformed to the

avelet spectrum Wspoy ( s, t ), the spectrum represents a collection

f dominant periods in the SPOy data series. A visual inspection

f the wavelet spectrum Wspoy ( s, t ) reveals a long-term dominant

eriod of approximately Pspoy (164) years. This period has a coin-

idence to the Neptune period P(N, 164.79). The data series SPOx

nd SPOy have identical periods; however, SPOy has a 90-degree

hase delay with respect to SPOx . 

The wavelet spectrum Wspoy ( s, t ) is transformed to a set of au-

ocorrelation functions Rspoy ( s, m ), as shown in Fig. 2 , in which

ach colored line represents a single autocorrelation function. The

et of autocorrelations Rspoy ( s, t ) shows the identified stationary

eriods in the wavelet spectrum Wspoy ( s, t ). The first maximum

epresents the correlation to a first stationary period. Subharmonic

eriods have a maximum correlation at a distance (first period)

n , where n = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . Rspoy ( s, m ) identifies the following sta-

ionary periods: P ( spoy , 12) for Rspoy (12) = 0 . 98 , P (spoy, 29) for

spoy (29) = 0 . 95 , P (spoy, 84) for Rspoy (84) = 0 . 9 and P ( spoy , 164)

or Rspoy (164) = 0 . 9 . The same periods are associated with the

http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi#top
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Fig. 2. Autocorrelations Rspoy ( s, m ) of solar position oscillation ( SPOy ) wavelet spectrum Wspoy ( s, t ) for m = 0 . . . 225 . Each colored line represents a single autocorrelation 

function. 
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SO periods P ( J , 11.862), P ( S , 29.447), P ( U , 84.02) and P ( N , 164.79),

hich indicates that the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Nep-

une in the planetary system are controlling the SPO. 

A coincidence between subharmonic periods will amplify

he coincidence period and introduce a new set of station-

ry periods. The autocorrelation spectrum Rspoy ( s, m ) in

ig. 2 shows a set of subharmonic periods, namely, P ( spoy,

 ∗12), P ( spoy, n ∗29) and P ( spoy, n ∗84), where n = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . The

dentified coincidence periods have mean values of (P (spoy, 5 ∗
2) + P (spoy, 2 ∗ 29)) / 2 = P (spox, 59) for RW (spoy, 59) = 0 . 95 ,

 (spoy, 7 ∗ 12) + P (spoy, 3 ∗ 29) + P (spoy, 84)) / 3 = P (spoy, 85) for

W (spoy, 85) = 0 . 9 , (P (spoy, 10 ∗ 12) + P (spoy, 4 ∗ 29)) / 2 = P (spoy,

18) for Rspoy (118) = 0 . 9 and (P (spoy, 2 ∗ 84) + P (spoy, 164)) / 2 =
 (spoy, 166) for Rspoy (166) = 0 . 9 . Fig. 2 reveals that the majority

f the SPO periods are mutually related by resonance. The new

odulated periods are P ( spoy , 59) and P ( spoy , 118). 

The stationary long wavelet periods Wspoy (84, t ) and

spoy (164, t ) have maxima in approximately 1820, and Wspoy (29,

 ) has a maximum in approximately 1812. The identified stationary

eriods may be transformed to the following model: 

 (spoyc, 29 , t) = RW (spoy, 29) cos (2 π(t − 1812)) / 29 . 447) (4) 

 (spoyc, 84 , t) = RW (spoy, 85) cos (2 π(t − 1820)) / 84 . 02) (5) 

 (spoyc, 164 , t) = RW (spoy, 164) cos (2 π(t − 1820)) / 164 . 97) (6) 

Using this model, the year 1820 may serve as a phase refer-

nce for the SPOy periods, TSI variability and solar variability (SN).

he data series SPOx has the same stationary periods but a differ-

nt phase. P ( spoxc , 84, t ) has a maximum at approximately 1797,

hich represents a phase shift of approximately π /2. P ( spoxc , 164,

 ) has a maximum at approximately 1779. The maxima in SPOy and

POx correspond to the minima in SP O ̈y and SP O ̈x . The determinis-

ic model Eqs. 4 –(6) has the sum P (spoyc, 29 , t) + P (spoyc, 84 , t) +
 (spoyc, 164 , t) and a maximum in approximately 1812. 
.2. TSI-HS variability 

The total solar irradiance (TSI) represents the measured irradia-

ion Wm 

−2 at the average distance from the Sun to the Earth. Fig. 3

hows an annual mean total solar irradiance (TSI-HS) data series

 Scafetta and Willson, 2014 ) that covers the period from 1700 to

013 A.D. A simple visual inspection of this data series reveals

ome variability properties. The TSI-HS data series has fluctuations

f approximately 3–4 Wm 

−2 . The TSI fluctuations have minima in

pproximately 1700 (or before), 1800, 1890, and 1960, with gaps

f approximately 100, 90, and 70 years, or a mean minimum pe-

iod of approximately 86 years. The TSI-HS data series has max-

ma in 1770, 1830, and 1950, with gaps of approximately 60 and

20 years. The mean maximum fluctuation period in the TSI-HS

ata series is approximately 75 years, or 11 years less than the

ean minimum period. Transformation of the TSI data series into

 wavelet spectrum may separate dominant periods. 

The transformed wavelet spectrum Whs ( s, t ) represents a set

f separated wavelet periods from the TSI-HS data series. Fig. 4

hows the computed wavelet spectrum of the TSI-HS data series

rom 1700 to 2013. In this figure, the wavelet scaling range is

 = 1 . . . 0 . 6 N, and the data series contains N = 313 data points. A

isual inspection of the TSI wavelet spectrum reveals the dominant

eriods in the TSI data series in the time window between 1700

nd 2013. The long wavelet period has a maximum in 1760, 1840,

930, and 20 0 0, with a mean gap of approximately 80 years. 

The autocorrelation spectrum Rhs ( s, m ) of the wavelet spectrum

hs ( s, t ) identifies stationary periods in the wavelet spectrum. The

aximum values in the autocorrelation spectrum Rhs ( s, m ) repre-

ent a correlation to stationary periods in the TSI-HS wavelet spec-

rum. Fig. 5 shows the autocorrelation spectrum Rhs ( s, m ) of the

avelet spectrum Whs ( s, t ) of the TSI-HS data series. 

Analysis of the autocorrelation spectrum Rhs ( s, m ) reveals a set

f stationary periods in the Whs ( s, t ) wavelet spectrum. The iden-

ified first cause stationary periods comprise the period set P ( hs ,

1) for Rhs (11) = 0 . 55 , P (hs, 4 9) for Rhs (4 9) = 0 . 55 , P (hs, 86) for

hs (86) = 0 . 65 and P ( hs , 164) for RW hs (164) = 0 . 7 . The identified
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Fig. 3. TSI-HS total solar irradiance from 1700 to 2013 A.D. ( Scafetta and Willson, 2014 ). 

Fig. 4. Wavelet spectrum Whs ( s, t ) of the TSI-HS data series for s = 1 . . . 190 . 
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stationary periods are associated with the PSO periods P ( J , 11.862),

P ( S , 29.447), P ( U , 84.02) and P ( N , 164.79). The identified stationary

period P ( hs , 49) may be explained by possible modulation between

Saturn and Neptune periods: 2 / (1 /P (S, 29 . 447) + 1 /P (N, 164 . 79)) =
P (S, N, 49 . 96) . This finding indicates that the TSI-HS variability is

related to the solar position oscillation, which is controlled by

the periods of the large planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Nep-

tune. Additional analysis indicates that the dominant wavelet pe-

riods Whs (11, t ) and Whs (49, t ) are mean estimates. Whs (11, t ) has

phase disturbance, and Whs (49, t ) has a phase reversal, as shown
n Fig. 6 . They do not have stable phases and represent mean peri-

ds. 

Fig. 6 presents the identified dominant stationary wavelet peri-

ds Whs (49, t ), Whs (86, t ) and Whs (165, t ) from the autocorrelation

unctions in Rhs ( s, m ). This figure shows that the wavelet period

 ( hs , 49) has a time-variant phase and is not a stable period. The

SI-HS wavelet periods Whs (49, t ) and Whs (86, t ) have a negative

alue coincidence in the period from 1786 to 1820. Wspoy (84, t )

as an estimated maximum velocity and Wspox (84, t ) has a max-

mum state at approximately 1797. The dominant wavelet period
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Fig. 5. Autocorrelations Rhs ( s, m ) of the TSI-HS wavelet spectrum Whs ( s, t ) for s = 1 . . . 190 and m = 1 . . . 160 . 

Fig. 6. The identified stationary wavelet periods Whs (49, t ), Whs (86, t ) and Whs (165, t ) from the TSI-HS wavelet spectrum Whs ( s, t ). 
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hs (84, t ) has a minimum state at approximately 1803, or a phase

elay of approximately 0.15 π (rad/yr) between the Wspox (84, t )

aximum and the minimum Whs (84, t ). Uranus was in perihelion

n 1798. This indicates a relation between the minimum Uranus

istance to the Sun and a minimum in TSI-HS around 1800. 

The correlation between the TSI-HS data series and the

dentified dominant wavelet periods W hs (49 , t) + W hs (86 , t) +
 hs (164 , t) is estimated to be R = 0 . 93 , Q = 46 . 6 (Pearson corre-

ation coefficient) in N = 312 samples. The correlation R = 0 . 93 re-

eals a close relation between the TSI-HS variability and the solar
osition oscillation, which is controlled by Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus

nd Neptune. 

.2.1. Deterministic model for TSI-HS variability 

The identified stationary periods Whs (86, t ) and Whs (164, t )

ay be represented by a deterministic model from the sum of the

tationary cosine functions: 

 (hsc, 84 , t) = −Rhs (86) cos (2 π(t − 1803) / 84 . 02) (7) 
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Fig. 7. TSI-LS data series from 10 0 0 to 2100 A.D. Velasco Herrera et al. (2015) . 
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P (hsc, 164 , t) = −Rhs (164) cos (2 π(t − 1860) / 164 . 97) (8)

P (hsc, t) = P (hsc, 84 , t) + P (hsc, 164 , t) (9)

where R ( hs , 86) and R ( hs , 164) represent estimated correlations

in the autocorrelation. The phase relation between the maximum

value of Pspox (84, t ) in 1797 and the minimum value P ( hsc , 84, t )

in 1803 is approximately 0.15 π (rad/year). The year 1797 is also

the year where Uranus was in perihelion. Moreover, note that the

minimum value of P ( hs , 164, t ) ( Eq. 8 ) is close to the time of Nep-

tune in perihelion. This indicates a delayed response from the SPO

periods on the TSI-HS variability. The correlation between the 84-

year wavelet periods P ( hsc , 84, t ) and W ( hsc , 84, t ) is estimated to

be Rhs, hsc(84) = 0 . 83 . The correlation between the 164-year pe-

riods is Rhs, hsc(164) = 0 . 88 . The correlation between the TSI-HS

data series and the sum P ( hsc, t ) is estimated to be R = 0 . 55 . These

results indicate that the dominant wavelet periods Whs (84, t ) and

Whs (164, t ) have stable phases from 1700 to 2013 A.D. 

From the deterministic model ( Eq. 9 ) of the TSI-HS data series,

we estimate grand minimum periods when P (hsc, t) ≤ −1 . These

minima, which are compared with named solar minima, are shown

in Table 2 . The next deep minimum is estimated to occur in ap-

proximately 2050. The TSH-HS data series can estimate time pe-

riods up to a maximum of (2013-1700)/2 = 156 years and supports

reasonably good estimates of periods of approximately one hun-

dred years. Longer time period estimates require longer data series.

3.3. TSI-LS variability 

The TSI-LS data series ( Fig. 7 ) covers a period of 1100 years

from 10 0 0 to 210 0 A.D., where the time period from the present to

2100 is forecasted. A realistic hundred-year forecast or hindcast has

to be based on possible deterministic periods in the data series.

A coherence analysis of the wavelet spectra Whs ( s, t ) and Wls ( s,

t ) shows a coherency Chs, ls = 0 . 8 − 0 . 95 for periods between 48

years and 86 years, which indicates that the TSI-HS data series and
he TSI-LS data series have the same periods of 48–86 years from

700 to 2013 A.D. 

The TSI-LS data series is analyzed by computing the wavelet

pectrum Wls ( s, t ) and the autocorrelation spectrum Rls ( s, m ), and

he latter is shown in Fig. 8 . The identified stationary periods in

he autocorrelation spectrum Rls ( s, m ) are P ( ls , 11) for Rls (11) =
 . 8 , P ( ls , 18) for Rls (18) = 0 . 3 , P ( ls , 29) for Rls (29) = 0 . 2 , P ( ls ,

3) for Rls (83) = 0 . 17 , P ( ls , 125) for Rls (125) = 0 . 6 , P ( ls , 210) for

ls (210) = 0 . 35 and P ( ls , 373) for Rls (373) = 0 . 5 ; the last is not

hown in Fig. 8 . These periods are associated with the identified

tationary periods in the TSI-HS data series, the SPO data series pe-

iods and the PSO periods P ( J , 11.862), P ( S , 29.447) and P ( U , 84.02).

he difference is the smaller correlation value in the autocorrela-

ion Rls ( s, m ). The smaller correlation values may be explained by

hase errors in this long data series. 

The autocorrelation spectrum Rls ( s, m ) ( Fig. 8 ) shows co-

ncidence periods between P (ls, 3 ∗ 11) = P (ls, 33) and P (ls, 2 ∗
8) = P (ls, 36) , between P (ls, 5 ∗ 11) = P (ls, 55) and P (ls, 3 ∗ 18) =
 (ls, 54) , and between P (ls, 8 ∗ 11) = P (ls, 88) and the first pe-

iod P ( ls , 83). The coincidence period P ( ls , 55) introduces the sub-

armonic periods P ( ls, n ∗55) for n = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . The new informa-

ion in Rls ( s, m ) is an identification of the dominant first cause

eriods P ( ls , 18), P ( ls , 125) and P ( ls , 210). These periods have a

ombination resonance that is created by a 2/3 resonance and a

/2 resonance. The stationary periods have a perfect relation to

he Jupiter and Uranus periods when P (ls, 18) = P (ls, 3 ∗ 11 / 2) is

elated to P (ls, 3 ∗ 11 . 862 / 2 = 17 . 793) , P (ls, 126) = P (ls, 3 ∗ 84 / 2)

s related to P (ls, 3 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2 = 126 . 03) and P (ls, 210) = P (ls, 5 ∗
4 / 2) is related to the period P (ls, 5 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2 = 210 . 05) . The pe-

iod P ( ls , 125) introduces a set of subharmonic periods P ( ls, n ∗125),

here n = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . In this investigation, we have only selected

he third subharmonic period P (ls, 3 ∗ 126 . 03 = 378 . 09) , which is

he most dominant. 

The autocorrelation spectrum Rls ( s, m ) shows that the period

ls (125, t ) represents the dominant stationary amplitude variabil-

ty in the TSI-LS data series. Fig. 9 shows the identified long-

erm stationary periods Wls (124, t ), Wls (210, t ), and Wls (373, t )

nd the mean amplitude variation for these periods. The correla-
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Fig. 8. Autocorrelations Rls ( s, m ) of the TSI-LS wavelet spectrum Wls ( s, t ) for s = 0 . . . 600 and m = 0 . . . 225 . 

Fig. 9. Identified long stationary wavelet periods Wls (125, t ), Wls (210, t ) Wls (373, t ) and their mean value. 
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ion between TSI-LS and the mean is estimated to be R = 0 . 7 for

 = 1100 samples and the quality Q = 27.4. The mean of the iden-

ified wavelets Wls (125, t ), Wls (210, t ), Wls (373, t ) has a negative

tate in the periods (10 0 0–110 0), (1275–1314), (1383–1527), (1634–

729), (1802–1846) and (2002–2083). The mean has a minimum

tate in the years 1050, 1293, 1428, 1679, 1820, and 2040. 

.3.1. Deterministic model for TSI-LS variability 

The identified stationary dominant periods Wls (125, t ), Wls (210,

 ), and Wls (373, t ) may be represented by the deterministic station-
ry model from the sum of the cosine functions 

 (lsc, 126 , t) = Rls (125) cos (2 π(t − 1857) / (3 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2) (10) 

 (lsc, 210 , t) = Rls (210) cos (2 π(t − 1769) / (5 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2) (11) 

 (lsc, 378 , t) = Rls (373) cos (2 π(t − 1580) / (9 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2) (12) 

 (lsc, t) = P (lsc, 126 , t) + P (lsc, 210 , t) + P (lsc, 378 , t) (13) 
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where Rls (125), Rls (210) and RWls (373) represent the maximum

period correlations in the autocorrelation Rls ( s, m ). The correlation

between the 125-year wavelet period W ( ls , 125, t ) and the station-

ary period P ( lsc , 126, t ) is estimated to be Rl s, l sc(125) = 0 . 9 for

N = 1040 samples and Q = 53.7, Rl s, l sc(210) = 0 . 67 for N = 10 0 0 and

Q = 28.9, and Rl s, l sc(378) = 0 . 68 for N = 10 0 0 and Q = 28.8. The

period Plsc (375, t ) has the correlation Rl s, l sc(378) = 0 . 67 to the

identified wavelet period Wls (373, t ) for N = 10 0 0 samples and

Q = 28.13. The dominant wavelet periods Wls (125, t ) and Wls (375,

t ) have a stationary period and an approximately stable phase in

the period from 10 0 0 to 210 0 A.D. A correlation of long data series

is sensitive to phase noise. The sum of the stationary periods P ( lsc,

t ) represents a mean TSI-LS variability. The correlation to the TSI-

LS data series is estimated to be Rl sc, l s (126 + 210 + 378) = 0 . 55

for N = 1100 and Q = 21.5. This analysis indicates that the TSI-LS

variability has been influenced by stationary periods that are con-

trolled by the Uranus period P ( U , 84.02). A minimum of P ( lsc , 126,

t ) is in 1794, which is close to the time of Uranus’s perihelion po-

sition, whereas P ( lsc , 210, t ) has a minimum in 1874, which is 0.7 π
(rad/yr) after the Pspox ( max ). This result indicates that the phases

of these periods are synchronized with Uranus’s perihelion posi-

tion in 1798. 

The deterministic model ( Eq. 13 ) of the TSI-LS data series may

represent an index of minimum irradiation periods, as shown in

Table 2 . With this index, the chosen data series references a TSI

minimum when the state is P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 , a Dalton-type mini-

mum when P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 7 and a grand minimum when P (lsc, t) ≤
−1 . 0 . The identified minima from this model are P (lsc, t) ≤ −1 . 0

for the time period (1014–1056); P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5) for (1276–1301);

P (lsc, t) ≤ −1 . 0 for (1404–1435), which has a minimum of -1.215 in

the year 1419; P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 for (1662–1695), which has a min-

imum of -0.91 in the year 1672; and P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 for (1775–

1819), which has a minimum of -0.81 in the year 1796. The com-

puted subsequent minimum time period is P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 for

(2035–2079), which has a minimum of -0.79 in the year 2057. In

this model, a Dalton-type minimum has a minimum state at ap-

proximately -0.7. The Maunder minimum is between -0.7 and -1.0,

as shown in Table 2 . The computed minimum of -0.79 in the year

2057 indicates an expected Dalton-Maunder-type minimum. Deter-

ministic periods from the TSI-LS model have a state P (lsc, t) ≥ +0 . 5

index for the periods (1093–1134), (1198–1241) and (1351–1357);

P (lsc, t) ≥ +1 . 0 index for the period (1582–1610); P (lsc, t) ≥ +0 . 5

for (1945–2013); and P (lsc, t) ≥ +1 . 0 for (1959–2001), which has a

maximum of 1.4 in 1981. 

3.4. Sunspot variability 

The sunspot data series SN ( t ) is an indicator of the solar vari-

ability. Fig. 10 shows the group sunspot number data series that

covers a period of approximately 400 years from 1610 to 2015 A.D.

From this 400-year data series, we can estimate periods of up to

approximately 200 years. Periods with few sunspots are associated

with low solar activity and cold climate periods. Periods with many

sunspots are associated with high solar activity and warm climate

periods. If a relation exists between solar periods and climate peri-

ods, then we may expect a relation between the periods in the TSI

variability and solar variability. 

Fig. 11 shows the computed wavelet spectrum Wsn ( s, t ) of the

SN ( t ) data series from 1610 to 2015, with the wavelet scaling pa-

rameter s = 1 . . . 6 N. A visual inspection of the wavelet spectrum

shows a maximum at the approximate years (1750, 1860, and

1970), which represents periods of approximately 110 years. The

time from 1750 to 1970 represents a period of 220 years. Tempo-

rary periods of approximately 50 years from approximately 1725

and 1930 may be confirmed by computing the autocorrelation

wavelet spectrum Rsn ( s, t ). 
The computed set of autocorrelations Rsn ( s, m ) of the wavelet

pectrum Wsn ( s, t ) is shown in Fig. 12 . The wavelet spectrum W ( sn,

 ) has the stationary periods P ( sn , 11) for Rsn (11) = 0 . 73 , P ( sn , 22)

or Rsn (22) = 0 . 35 and P ( sn , 86) for Rsn (86) = 0 . 35 . The identified

eriod P ( sn , 11) represents the Schwabe cycle and corresponds to

he TSI periods P ( hsi , 11) and P ( ls , 11), the SPO period P ( spox , 11),

nd the Jupiter period P ( J , 11.862). 

The period P ( sn , 11) introduces the subharmonic period

 (sn, 5 ∗ 11) = P (sn, 55) for Rsn (55) = 0 . 43 , which introduces the

ubharmonic periods P ( sn , 110) for Rsn (110) = 0 . 40 and P ( sn , 210)

or Rsn (210) = 0 . 36 . The period P ( sn , 55) is a temporary station-

ry period from 1610 only when P ( sn , 110) has a positive state. An

nspection of P ( sn , 55) reveals that the period is stationary when

 ( sn , 210) has a positive state from 1726–1831 and from 1935. The

eriod P ( sn , 55) shifted to P ( sn , 2 ∗55) when P ( sn , 210) has a nega-

ive state from 1831–1935. A possible explanation is a 5/2 relation

etween the periods P ( U , 84.04) and P ( sn , 210) ( Eq. 16 ). 

Fig. 12 shows that the period P ( sn , 55) has combination res-

nance periods with a 3/2 relation P (sn, 3 ∗ 55 / 2 = 84) to the

ranus period P ( U , 84.02). The 3/2 correlation to the P ( ls , 84)

eriod and the Uranus period P ( U , 84.02) explains the synchro-

ization between the SN variability and the TSI-LS variability. The

ominant period P ( sn , 110) is a coincidence period in the subhar-

onic period P (sn, 2 ∗ 55 = 110) , which has a combination reso-

ance to the Neptune period by P (sn, 2 ∗ 164 , 79 / 3 = 109 , 86) . The

dentified long stationary period P ( sn , 210) is related to a 5/2 com-

ination resonance to Uranus by P (U, 5 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2 = 210 . 05) . The

eriod P ( sn , 210) corresponds to the TSI-LS period P ( ls , 210). The

dentified periods have a subharmonic resonance in the Jupiter

eriod P ( J , 11.862). The correlation between the data series SN(t)

nd the dominant wavelet periods W (sn, 55 , t) + W (sn, 110 , t) +
 (sn, 210 , t) is estimated to be R = 0 . 51 for N = 404 and Q = 11.8. 

.4.1. Deterministic model of SN variability 

The identified temporary stationary periods Wsn (55, t ),

sn (110, t ) and Wls (210, t ) may be represented by the following

eterministic model 

 (snc, 56 , t) = Rsn (55) cos (2 π(t − 1782) / (2 ∗ 84 . 02 / 3) (14)

 (snc, 112 , t) = Rsn (110) cos (2 π(t − 1751) / (4 ∗ 84 . 02 / 3) (15)

 (snc, 210 , t) = Rsn (210) cos (2 π(t − 1770) / (5 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2) (16)

 (snc, t) = P (snc, 56 , t) + P (snc, 112 , t) + P (snc, 210 , t) (17)

here Rsn (55), Rsn (110) and Rsn (210) represent the maximum cor-

elation in the autocorrelation Rsn ( s, m ). This model is, however, a

implified model. Fig. 11 shows that the Rsn (55) amplitude is con-

rolled by the Rsn (110) amplitude, which indicates that the period

 ( sn , 55) is temporarily stable. The correlation between the 55-year

avelet periods W ( sn , 55, t ) and the stationary period P ( snc , 55, t )

s estimated to be Rsn, snc(55) = 0 . 66 for N = 354 samples and

 = 16.6. The correlations are Rsn, snc(110) = 0 . 9 for N = 304 and

 = 36 and Rsn, snc(210) = 0 . 9 for N = 304 and Q = 36. The corre-

ation between the sum W (sn, 55 , t) + W (sn, 110 , t) + W (sn, 210 , t)

nd the deterministic model from ( Eq. 17 ) is estimated to be R =
 . 84 for N = 304 and Q = 29.8. Minimum states that correspond

o negative values of the stationary model correspond to the ob-

erved minima, as shown in Table 2 . The model indicates a future

inimum in the period 2018–2055 with an extreme value in 2035.

This analysis indicates that the sunspot variations are controlled

y the Uranus period P ( U , 84.02), which introduces a 2/3 resonance

o the period P ( sn , 55, t ) and a 5/2 resonance to the period P ( sn ,

10). The TSI-LS data series and the sunspot data series have sta-

ionary coincidence periods with P ( ls , 11) and P ( sn , 11), with P ( ls ,
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Fig. 10. Solar variability represented by the yearly average group sunspot number series SN ( t ), estimated from 1610 to 2015 A.D. (SILSO data/image, Royal Observatory of 

Belgium, Brussels). 

Fig. 11. Wavelet spectrum Wsn ( s, t ) of the sunspot data series SN ( t ). 
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25) and P ( sn , 110) and with P ( ls , 210) and P ( sn , 210). The differ-

nce between the stationary periods P ( ls , 125) and P ( sn , 110) indi-

ates a limited direct relation between the data series. 

.5. Stationary dominant periods and minima 

The relations between the identified dominant periods in the

N, TSI-HS and TSI-LS series are shown in Table 1 , where R is the

utocorrelation of the wavelet spectrum. 
In Table 2 , we compare values of the stationary models P ( hsc, t ),

 ( lsc, t ) and P ( snc, t ) at minima corresponding to the solar activity

inima determined by Usoskin et al. (2007) . The grand minimum

eriods are calculated from the stationary models in Eqs. 9, 13 and

7 and are compared with Spox and Spoy maxima. The model P ( snc,

 ) computes a new Dalton sunspot minimum from approximately

025 to 2050, the model P ( hsc, t ) computes a new Dalton TSI min-

mum period (2035–2065), and the model P ( lsc, t ) computes a new

alton TSI minimum period (2045–2070). 
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Fig. 12. Autocorrelations Rsn ( s, m ) of the SN wavelet spectrum Wsn ( s, t ) for s = 0 . . . 240 and m = 0 . . . 400 . 

Table 1 

Identified stationary periods. 

Data Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R Per,R 

Planet PJ PS P (55) PU P (110) P (125) PN P (210) P (373) 

period (yr) 11 .862 29 .447 2 PU /3 84 .02 4 PU /3 3 PU /2 164 .79 5 PU /2 9 PU /2 

P(SPO) spoy , 12 spoy , 29 spoy , 84 spoy , 165 

R = 0 .98 0 .95 0 .90 0 .90 

TSI-HS hs , 11 hs , 84 hs , 164 

R = 0 .55 0 .65 0 .70 

TSI-LS ls , 11 ls , 29 ls , 83 ls , 125 ls , 210 ls , 373 

R = 0 .80 0 .20 0 .17 0 .60 0 .35 0 .50 

SN sn , 11 sn , 55 sn , 86 sn , 110 sn , 210 

R = 0 .73 0 .43 0 .35 0 .40 0 .36 
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The SN model in Eq. 17 is a simplified model. This model has

a minimum P (snc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 in 1907–1931, which is not shown in

the table. The HS model from Eq. 9 has grand minima in 1200–

1230 and 1876–1887, which are not shown in the table. For this

model, the Dalton minimum is less deep. The LS model from

Eq. 13 has the maximum index P ( lsc, t ) ≥ 0.5 for the periods

(1093–1134), (1198–1241), (1351–1357), and (1945–2013) and the

grand maximum index P (lsc, t) ≥ +1 . 0 for the periods (1582–1610)

and (1959–2001). 

4. Discussion 

The study of the TSI variability is based on the TSI-HS data se-

ries from 1700 to 2013 A.D., the TSI-LS data series from 10 0 0 to

2100 A.D., sunspot data series from 1610–2015 A.D. and a solar

barycenter orbit data series from 10 0 0–210 0 A.D. The results are,

however, limited by how well they represent the solar physics and

how well the methods are able to identify the periods in the data

series. The investigation is based on a new method. The data se-

ries are transformed into a wavelet spectrum to separate periods,

and the wavelets are transformed into a set of autocorrelations to

identify the first periods, subharmonic periods and coincidence pe-

riods. The identified stationary periods in the TSI and SN data se-

ries are supported by the close relations with the well-known so-

lar position periods and documented solar minimum periods. The
olar orbit data will then provide a stable and computable refer-

nce. We have used the Dalton minimum (1790–1820) as a refer-

nce period because our two TSI data series and the SN data series

over this minimum. We observe that maxima in SPOx and SPOy

orrespond to minima in SP O ̈x and SP O ̈y , which means maximum

egative acceleration. We use P (spoxc, 84 , max ) = 1797 as a time

f reference. This is close to Uranus perihelion (1798) and Neptune

phelion (1804), which indicates a possible relation between the

istance to these planets and the Dalton minimum. 

.1. TSI-HS variability 

The dominant periods in the TSI-HS variability are related to

he large planets, as shown in Table 1 . The correlation between

he TSI-HS data series and the identified dominant wavelet periods

 hs (49 , t) + W hs (86 , t) + W hs (164 , t) is estimated to be R = 0 . 93 .

he dominant periods P ( hs , 11) and P ( hs , 49) have a time-variant

hase and represent mean estimates. A possible source of the P ( hs ,

9) period is the interference between the Saturn period P ( hs , 29)

nd the Neptune period P ( hs , 164). The periods P ( hs , 84) and P ( hs ,

64) have a stable period and phase in the time period from 1700

o 2013. The TSI-HS data series from 1700 is too short for a reason-

ble estimate of P ( hs , 164). A possible alternative is a coincidence

esonance between the subharmonic period P (hs, 2 ∗ 84 = 168) and

he 164-year Neptune period. 
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Table 2 

Minimum periods from deterministic models. 

Data series Oort Wolf Spörer Maunder Dalton Next 

Minima periods: 1010-1070 1270-1340 1390-1550 1640-1720 1790-1820 

P(spocx, 84) max 1043 1296 1462 1630 1797 2049 

P ( spocy , 84) max 1068 1326 1487 1654 1820 2073 

HS model period 1033–1055 1369–1389 1537–1554 1706–1721 1796–1830 2035–2065 

P ( hsc, t ) < −1 . 0 < −1 . 0 < −1 . 0 < −1 . 0 < 0 < −0 . 7 

HS model min 1040 1337 1547 1714 1810 2049 

P ( hsc, t ) min −1.30 −1.23 −1.87 −1.13 −0.33 −1.0 

LS model period 1014–1056 1276–1301 1404–1435 1657–1689 1785–1810 2045–2070 

P ( lsc, t ) < −1 . 0 < −0 . 5 < −1 . 0 < −0 . 7 < −0 . 7 < −0 . 7 

LS model min 1035 1289 1418 1672 1796 2060 

P ( lsc, t ) min −1.40 −0.62 −1.20 −0.91 −0.81 −0.79 

SN mode l period 1019–1032 1242–1256 1467–1478 1693–1699 1802–1820 2025–2050 

P ( snc, t ) < 1 .0 < −1 . 0 < −1 . 0 < −1 . 0 < −0 . 5 < −0 . 5 

SN model min 1026 1249 1473 1696 1811 2035 

P ( snc, t ) min −1.7 −1.18 −1.13 −1.04 −0.79 −0.84 
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The model P ( hsc, t ) computes the deterministic oscillations in

he TSI-HS variability. Table 2 shows that P ( hsc, t ) computes a min-

mum in the period from 1796 to 1830. In the same time period,

 ( spox , 84) and P ( spoy , 84) have maxima in 1797 and 1820. A close

elation between the minimum of the period P ( hs , 84) and the

aximum states of P ( spox , 84) and P ( spoy , 84) is observed. 

The identified wavelet stationary periods Whs (84, t ) and

hs (164, t ) are transformed to a simplified model in Eq. 9 , which

roduces a simplified deterministic TSI-HS data series from 10 0 0

o 2100 A.D. The computed results in Table 2 show a close re-

ation between the P ( spox , 84) maxima periods and minimum

unspot periods. The stationary model predicts minima in 1880

nd 1960, which is observed in the TSI-HS reconstruction ( Fig. 3 ).

he model in Eq. 9 identifies three additional P ( hsc, t ) ≤ 0 mini-

um periods, which are not shown in Table 2 . These periods are

1296–1313), (1629–1656) and (1962–2002). The last period had

 P (hsc, t) = −0 . 40 state in 1979. The model estimates a mini-

um P (hsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 in the period (2030–2065), a grand mini-

um P (hsc, t) ≤ −1 . 0 period (2044–2054) and a local minimum ir-

adiation state in approximately 2050. These estimates support the

dentification of Uranus, in resonance with Neptune, as the major

ause of TSI-HS variability. 

The implication of this result is a chain of events between

he solar inertial motion due to the large planets and the TSI-HS

ariability. The SPO period P ( spoy , 84), controlled by the 84-year

ranus period, may serve as a reference for the TSI-HS variability. 

.2. TSI-LS variability 

The TSI-LS variability is influenced by the periods from the

arge planets, as shown in Table 1 . The major variability is, how-

ver, influenced by the long stationary periods P ( ls , 125) and

 ( ls , 210). A stationary period in a data series has a stationary

ource. The autocorrelations in Fig. 8 indicate 3/2 and 5/2 combina-

ion resonances to P ( ls , 84), which produce the stationary periods

 (ls, 3 ∗ 84 / 2 = 126) and P (ls, 5 ∗ 84 / 2 = 210) . The same stationary

eterministic periods produce a new set of subharmonic periods

 ( ls, n ∗126) and P ( ls, n ∗210) for n = 1 , 2 , 3 . When P ( ls , 125) and

 ( ls , 210) are related to the stationary Uranus period P ( U , 84.02),

hey will produce a set of subharmonic stationary periods. The

eriod P (ls, 3 ∗ 84 / 2 = 126 . 03) will produce the subharmonic pe-

iods P (ls, 2 ∗ 126 . 03 = 252 . 06) , P (ls, 3 ∗ 126 . 03 = 378 . 09) , P (ls, 4 ∗
26 . 03 = 504 . 12) , P (ls, 5 ∗ 126 . 03 = 630 . 15) and P (ls, 6 ∗ 126 . 03 =
56 . 18) . The period P (ls, 5 ∗ 84 / 2 = 210 . 05) will produce the sub-

armonic periods P (ls, 2 ∗ 210 . 05 = 420 . 1) and P (ls, 3 ∗ 210 . 05 =
30 . 15) , which indicate that P ( ls , 126.03) and P ( ls , 210.05) have

 coincidence resonance in periods of approximately 630 years

 Nayfeh and Mook, 2004; Ghilea, 2014 ). 
The TSI-LS data series was reconstructed by Velasco Her-

era et al. (2015) , who performed a wavelet analysis of their TSI-

MOD and TSI-ACRIM reconstructions for the years 10 0 0–210 0 A.D.

nd discovered periods of 11 ± 3, 60 ± 20, 120 ± 30 and 240 ±
0 years. They interpreted the 11-year period as the Schwabe cycle

nd the 60-year period as the Yoshimura-Gleissberg cycle, which is

ssociated with solar barycentric motion. They associated the 120-

ear period with solar magnetic activity ( Velasco Herrera, 2013 ),

nd the 240-year period was associated with barycentric motion,

s discovered by Jose (1965) . They concluded that the negative

hase of the 120-year period coincides with the grand minima,

nd the positive phase of the 120-year period coincides with the

rand maxima. The next minimum should appear between 2010

nd 2070 according to this interpretation. Long periods were also

dentified by McCracken et al. (2014) , who analyzed 

10 Be from cos-

ic ray variations over the past 9400 years by a Fourier spectrum

nalysis and identified three related period pairs (65 and 130), (75

nd 150), and (104 and 208) in addition to periods of 350, 510

nd 708 years. The identified 210-year period is known as the de

ries/Suess period. It was identified as a stationary period of ap-

roximately 210 years in the radiocarbon dating of pine tree rings

f the past 80 0 0 years ( Suess, 1980 ). 

The identified periods in this investigation support the

tudies by Suess (1980) ; Velasco Herrera et al. (2015) and

cCracken et al. (2014) . The new information reveals that all long

eriods in the TSI-LS variability are traced to the Uranus period

 ( U , 84.02). This study confirms that the TSI-LS variability is domi-

ated by deterministic periods and explains why the identified pe-

iods from Suess (1980) and McCracken et al. (2014) are found in

eries with lengths of 80 0 0 and 9400 years. 

Identifying the stationary periods in TSI variability can provide

nformation about future irradiation variability and expected long-

erm climate variation. The minima computed from the determin-

stic model ( Eq. 13 ) show a close relation between the solar grand

inimum periods and the computed minimum periods from the

odel ( Table 2 ). From this deterministic model, we may expect

 new TSI minimum P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 for the period 2040–2080, a

alton state level P (lsc, t) ≤ −0 . 7 in the time period 204 8–206 8

nd a minimum state P (lsc, t) = −0 . 9 at approximately 2060. 

.3. Sunspot variability 

Analysis of the sunspot data series from 1610 identified the first

ominant periods P ( sn , 11), P ( sn , 55), P ( sn , 110) and P ( sn , 210), as

hown in Table 1 . The period P ( sn , 11) is a mean estimate from

 time-variant phase. This may be explained by the analyses of

cafetta (2012a ) and Solheim (2013) , which show that the 11-year
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Schwabe period can be resolved into 4 periods, all related to plan-

etary periods ( Scafetta, 2014a ). 

The wavelet spectrum in Fig. 11 shows that the period P ( sn ,

55) has a time-variant amplitude that is controlled by the pe-

riod P ( sn , 110). The stationary first period P ( sn , 11) is related to

the Jupiter period P ( J , 11.862) and produces the subharmonic peri-

ods P (sn, 5 ∗ 11 . 862 = 59 . 31) , P (sn, 2 ∗ 59 . 31 = 118 . 62) and P (sn, 4 ∗
59 . 31 = 237 . 24) . 

The periods have a combination resonance to the Uranus pe-

riod P ( U , 84.02). The autocorrelation spectrum in Fig. 12 shows that

the period P ( sn , 55) has a 2/3 combination resonance to the period

P ( sn , 84). This finding indicates that the identified period P ( sn , 55)

is a stationary period that is controlled by the Uranus period P ( U ,

84.02) from the 2/3 relation 2 ∗ 84 . 02 / 3 = 56 . 01 years. This first

stationary period is expected to produce a new set of subharmonic

periods of approximately 2 ∗ 56 = 112 and 4 ∗ 56 = 224 years. The

identified period P ( sn , 210) has a 5/2 combination resonance to

the Uranus period P ( U , 84.02) by the relation 5 ∗ 84 . 02 / 2 = 210 . 05

years. Table 1 shows a close relation between the identified TSI pe-

riod P ( hs , 11), P ( ls , 11), the sunspot period P ( sn , 11) and the Jupiter

period P ( J , 11.862). This study has demonstrated that the Uranus

period P ( U , 84.02) introduces a deterministic TSI period of approx-

imately 5 ∗ 84 / 2 = 210 . 05 years, a deterministic sunspot period of

approximately 4(2 ∗ 84 . 02 / 3) = 224 . 05 years and a mean coinci-

dence period of 217 years. 

The sunspot data series has been investigated for decades.

Schwabe (1844) proposed Jupiter as a source for P ( sn , 11), and

Ljungman (1879) presented the theory that the long-term her-

ring biomass fluctuation was related to a 111-year sunspot cycle.

Scafetta (2012a ) found that the 11-year triplet generated beat pe-

riods at approximately 115, 61 and 130 years in addition to a mil-

lennial large beat cycle at approximately 983 years. This explained

the Ort, Wolf, Maunder and Dalton minima and forecasted a new

deep minimum during 2020–2045. The 210-year de Vries/Suess

period is also related to a climate cycle ( Suess, 1980 ). A bicen-

tennial TSI period of 200 ± 70 years was also determined by

Abdussamatov (2013) , who forecasted a TSI minimum around the

year 2043 ± 11 and a deep cooling starting in the year 2060 ± 11,

representing the 19th Little Ice Age in the past 7500 years. 

The new information from this study is that the 210-year de

Vries/Suess period, which is identified as a deterministic period

in the TSI-LS and the sunspot data series, has its minimum at a

phase difference of 0.35 π (rad/year) from the SPOx maximum in

1797, which coincides with the Uranus perihelion. This shows that

they are controlled by the same 84-year Uranus period. 

This study shows that solar variability and TSI variability have

deterministic coincidence periods of approximately 11 and 210–

220 years. The deterministic model of the solar variability indi-

cates that we may expect a new sunspot solar variability minimum

P (snc, t) ≤ −0 . 5 in the period from approximately 2025 to 2050, a

Dalton level minimum P (snc, t) ≤ −0 . 7 in the period from approx-

imately 2030 to 2040 and a minimum state P (snc, t) = −0 . 84 in

approximately 2035. 

4.4. Possible explanation 

This study of long solar variable data series has shown that

the four large planets are the source of the solar position vari-

ability, the TSI variability, and the sunspot variability. In this chain

of events, we may understand the solar dynamo oscillation as a

coupled oscillator, forced by the GOs between the large planets

and the Sun. The mutual GOs that exists between the four large

planets and the solar position oscillation controls the transfer of

angular momentum between the planets and the solar dynamo

( Sharp, 2013 ). 
Analysis of the solar position oscillation shows that the 84-year

ranus period P ( spox , 84) may serve as a reference for the forced

Os influence on the solar dynamo. The actual influence of SPO

ravity on the solar dynamo is more complex. 

Because the direct gravitational effect is small ( Scafetta, 2012b ),

n amplification mechanism is required to produce the TSI varia-

ions. Several mechanisms for amplification have been proposed:

 nonspherical shape of the tachocline ( Abreu et al., 2008 ), the

wo meridional circulating magnetic waves ( Shepherd et al., 2014;

harkova et al., 2015 ), the tidal massage of the solar center result-

ng in greater nuclear energy production ( Scafetta, 2012b ), move-

ent of elements near the center of the Sun ( Wolf and Patrone,

010; Cionco and Soon, 2015 ) or reconnection of magnetic field

ines, which creates magnetic bubbles ( Granpierre, 2015 ). A sudden

oss of angular momentum from solar rotation to solar and plane-

ary orbits may cause variations in differential rotation that mod-

late the dynamo, which generates a magnetic field and sunspot

ariations ( Blizard, 1981 ). A phenomenological model proposed

y McIntosh et al. (2014a ); McIntosh and Leamon (2014b ) and

cIntosh and Leamon (2015) , which explains the deep minima, re-

uires a modulation of the solar differential rotation that may be

 result of the transfer of angular momentum as proposed here.

ransfer of angular momentum between the rotation of the Sun

nd the orbit of the planets is possible because of the wobble of

he Sun. The axis of rotation is tilted with respect to the axes of

he orbital plane, and the shape of the Sun is elliptical in the po-

ar directions. Because the Earth also moves inside the solar wind,

odulation of the solar wind by the four large planets may also

e directly felt by the Earth, in addition to the exchange of angular

omentum resulting in faster or slower rotation, which modulates

he climate ( Mörner, 2010 ). 

Other studies have identified stationary periods in the solar dy-

amo. Duhau and de Jager (2008) analyzed the variation of the

olar-dynamo magnetic field since 800 and identified periods of

pproximately 11, 22, 88 and 208 years. Shepherd et al. (2014) and

harkova et al. (2015) identified two dynamo waves that show pe-

iods of 320 to 400 years, with an amplitude modulation in the

ange of 20 to 24 years. These periods are similar to some of the

dentified periods in Table 1 . The new information from this study

s that the identified solar dynamo periods have a deterministic

elation to the stationary periods from the four large planets, the

SI variability and the sunspot variability. The stationary solar dy-

amic periods explains why the 125-year TSI-LS period produces a

ubharmonic period of approximately 3 ∗125 or 375 years. 

. Conclusions 

A better understanding of the deterministic properties of the

SI variability is critical for understanding the cause of irradiation

ariability and how the TSI irradiation will contribute to the natu-

al climate variation on the Earth. In this study, we have identified

tationary periods in the TSI-HS data series from 1700–2013 A.D.,

n the TSI-LS data series from 10 0 0–210 0 A.D. and in the sunspots

ata series from 1610–2015 A.D. The identified stationary periods

re related to the SPO and the periods from the four large plan-

ts. The results show that the TSI and sunspot data series variabil-

ty have stationary oscillating periods that are controlled by the

Os from the large planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

he identified periodic relation between the solar system oscilla-

ion and the TSI variability indicates a chain of events between

he solar system gravity force oscillation and the TSI variability. A

ossible chain of events is that the GOs between the Sun and the

arge planets influences the solar dynamo oscillation, which pro-

uces the TSI variability and the sunspot variability. 

This study demonstrates that the major TSI variability and

unspot variability are controlled by the 12-year Jupiter period and
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he 84-year Uranus period. The 11-year sunspot period is a mean

stimate from a time-variant phase, which can be resolved into 4-

eriods, all related to planetary periods ( Scafetta, 2014a ). The TSI

ata series from 1700 has a variability that is controlled by the 12-

ear Jupiter period and the 84-year Uranus period. The TSI data

eries from 10 0 0 A.D. has a stationary dominant period of approx-

mately 125 years, which is controlled by a 3/2 resonance to the

4-year Uranus period, and a 210-year period by a 5/2 resonance

o the 84-year Uranus period. The stationary periods of approxi-

ately 125 and 210 years introduce a new set of deterministic sub-

armonic periods. This study confirms the deterministic relation

etween 210-year variability and TSI variability, which is known as

he 210-year de Vries/Suess period ( Suess, 1980 ). 

The identified stationary periods in TSI variability and sunspot

ariability are transformed into deterministic models of TSI os-

illation and sunspot oscillation. The close relation between the

omputed deterministic model minima and the known minimum

eriods since 10 0 0 A.D. confirms the identified periods from this

tudy. The deterministic models of SN and TSI variability computes

 new Dalton-type sunspot minimum from 2025 to 2050 and a

ew Dalton-period-type TSI minimum from approximately 2040 to

065. 
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